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DISCUSSION: The waiver application was denied by the District Director, Mount Laurel, New 
Jersey, and is now before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be 
dismissed. 

The applicant is a native and a citizen of Pakistan who presented a Canadian citizenship card 
belonging to another person in an attempt to enter the United States. The applicant was found to be 
inadmissible to the United States pursuant to section 212(a)(6)(C)(i) of the Immigration and 
Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. ~ 1 182(a)(6)(C)(i). He is the spouse of a U.S. citizen. The 
applicant is seeking a waiver under section 212(i) of the Act 8 U .S.C. § 1182(i) in order to reside in 
the United States. 

The District Director concluded that the applicant had failed to establish that the bar to his admission 
would impose extreme hardship on a qualifying relative, his U.S. citizen spouse, and denied the 
Application for Waiver of Grounds of Inadmissibility (Form 1-601), date of service February 26, 
2009. 

On appeal, the applicant's spouse asserts that he will suffer extreme hardship if the applicant is 
excluded from the United States. Form i-2YOfj. received March 26. 2009. 

Section 212(a)(6)(C) Misrepresentation, states in pertinent part: 

(i) In general. Any alien who, by fraud or willfully misrepresenting a material 
fact, seeks to procure (or has sought to procure or has procured) a visa, other 
documentation, or admission into the United States or other benefit provided 
under this chapter is inadmissible. 

The record indicates that the applicant presented a Canadian citizenship card in another person's 
name when attempting to enter the United States in 1995. and thus materially misrepresented his 
identity. Therefore the applicant is inadmissible pursuant to section 212(a)(6)(C)(i) of the Act and 
does not contest this fact on appeal. 

The record contains, but is not limiteo to. the following eVIdence: a brief from counsel; statements 
from the applicant's spouse; a statement from the applicant; a statement from the applicant's step
son; educational records pertaining to the applicant's step-son: medical data sheets on the applicant's 
spouse's father; newspaper articles concerning Pakistan; a psychological evaluation of the applicant 
and his spouse by and documentation filed in support of the applicant's 
Form 1-130. 

The entire record was reviewed and all reievam evidence considered in rendering this decision. 

Section 212(i) of the Act provides. in pertinent part: 
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(1) The Attorney General [now the Secretary of Homeland Security (Secretary)] 
may. in the discretion of the Attorney General [Secretary]. waive the 
application of clause (i) of subsection (a)(6)(C) in the case of an alien who is 
the spouse, son or daughter of a United States citizen or of an alien lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence. if it is established to the satisfaction of the 
Attorney General [Secretary J that the refusal of admission to the United States 
of such immigrant alien would result in extreme hardship to the citizen or 
lawfully resident spouse or parent of such an alien. 

A waiver of inadmissibility under section 212(i) of the Act is dependent on a showing that the bar to 
admission imposes extreme hardship on a qualifying relative .. which includes the U.S. citizen or 
lawfully resident spouse or parent of the applicant. Hardship to an applicant or applicant's children 
can be considered only insofar as it results in hardship to a l[ualifying relative. The applicant's 
spouse is the only qualifying relative in this caSt';. If extreme hardship to a qualifying relative is 
established, the applicant is statutorily eligible for a waiver. and USCIS then assesses whether a 
favorable exercise of discretion is warranted. ,\ee Mafler of Mcndez-Moralez, 21 I&N Dec. 296, 301 
(BIA 1996). 

Extreme hardship is "'not a definable term of fixed and inflexible content or meaning," but 
"necessarily depends upon the facts and circulI1stances peculiar to each case." Matter of Hwang, 
10I&N Dec. 448. 451 (BrA 1964). In Maller oj' Cerval7les-Conzalez, the Board provided a list of 
factors it deemed relevant in determining '",hether an alien has established extreme hardship to a 
qualifying relative. 22 I&N Dec. 550. 565 (B1A i 999). The factors include the presence of a lawful 
permanent resident or United States citizen spouse or parent in this country; the qualifying relative's 
family ties outside the United Slates; the conditions in the counlry or countries to which the qualifying 
relative would relocate and the extent of the qualifying relative's ties in such countries; the financial 
impact of departure from this country; and significant conditions of health, particularly when tied to an 
unavailability of suitable medical care in the country to which the qualifying relative would relocate. 
Id. The Board added that not all of the foregoing factors need be analyzed in any given case and 
emphasized that the list of factors was nnt exc;Llsiv~. ld. at 50C). 

The Board has also held that the COlIl1nUn or 1ypical results or removal and inadmissibility do not 
constitute extreme hardship. and has bted certain individual Ilardship factors considered common 
rather than extreme. f'hese f~lctors incluc\e:xonomic disadvantage. loss of current employment, 
inability to maintain onc's prcsent standard o! living. inahi.lity to pursue a chosen profession, 
separation from family members. sevenng cOJlimunity ties. cultural readjustment after living in the 
United States for many years. cullUral adjustment or qualifYing relatives who have never lived 
outside the United States, inferior economic and educational opportunities in the foreign country, or 
inferior medical facilities in the foreign COUll try. See ~el1erall~)l Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez, 22 
I&N Dec. at 568; Maller (~lPfh:h. 21 1&1\1 Dt:c. 627. 632.- 33 (BIA 1996); Malter oflge, 20 I&N 
Dec. 880, 883 (BIA 1994); Maller of Ngai. :9 I&N Dec. 245. 246-47 (Comm'r 1984); Matter of 
Kim, 15 I&N Dec. 88. 89-90 (HIA j(Yh·); l1ia/ler o(ShulIf!hncs,\y, 12 I&N Dec. 810, 813 (BIA 
1968). 
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However, though hardships may not be extreme when considered abstractly or individually, the 
Board has made it clear that "r r ]elcvant /:lCtOI"S. though not extreme in themselves, must be 
considered in the aggregate in determining whether extreme hardship exists." Mafler o/,O-J-O-, 21 
I&N Dec. 381, 383 (BIA 1996) (quoting I"/al/e/" o/'Ige. 20 I&;"J Dec. at 882). The adjudicator "must 
consider the entire range of factors concerning hardship in their totality and determine whether the 
combination of hardships takes the casc beyond those hardships ordinarily associated with 
deportation." Id. 

The actual hardship associated with an abstract hardship factor such as family separation, economic 
disadvantage, cultural readjustment. et cctera. difkrs in nature <lnd severity depending on the unique 
circumstances or eacn case. as doC's the cumulative hardship a qualifying relative experiences as a 
result of aggregated individual ha,·dship~. See. e.g, Matter orBing Chih Kao and Mei Tsui Lin, 23 
I&N Dec. 45, 51 (BIA 2001) (distinguishil',g Alu{ter q/Plich regarding hardship faced by qualifying 
relatives on the basis of variations in the length of residence In the United States and the ability to 
speak the language of the country to \.vlm:h they would relocate). For example. though family 
separation has been found to be a common rcsuit of inadmissibility or removal, separation from 
family living in the United States can also be the most important single hardship factor in 
considering hardship in the aggregate. See ''''alcido-Salcido. 138 F.3d at 1293 (quoting Contreras
Buenfil v. INS, 712 F.2d 401. 403 (9th Cir. 1983»); hlil see Malter o/'Ngai. 19 I&N Dec. at 247 
(separation of spouse and children /i'om appJ icant not extreme hardship due to conflicting evidence 
in the record and because applicant and SPJUSC had been voluntarily separated from one another for 
28 years). Therefore, we consider the totality of tile circumstances in determining whether denial of 
admission would result in extreme hardship to a qualifying rebtl ve. 

Counsel asserts that the applicant's spouse would sutTer extreme hardship if she relocated to Pakistan 
due to discrimination against foreigners Lhcre, particularly Chri~,tians, and that she would be unable to 
find employment sufficient to sustain herself Form I-290B, received March 26, 2009. Counsel states 
that the applicant's spouse has no ".amily in Pakistan, and that she would be forced to separate from 
her terminally ill father ana her son Jue to custody restrictions. Counsel also asserts that the 
applicant's son would not be ;lblc to lind U'I: special educational service he needs to complete his 
basic education, and that riel thee the ar'pl!cant" s spouse Ih)r !l.cr son is familiar with the culture, 
customs and language of Pakistan. 

The applicant's spouse has submitted a statement which forms the basis of counsel's assertions and 
also states that she wouid be unable to take her son with her t,) Pakistan due to custody restrictions 
imposed by the boy's !ather. Stall!lI1enl 01 ihe i~fJplicanl's ,~IJOlIse. dated August 27,2008. 

The record contains a few newspaper anicks which discuss news events in Pakistan, including 
instances of violence against JlI)fl-1\'luslims. While the AAO call acknowledge that Christianity is not 
Pakistan's primary religion, the nev,s u;-uclcs ~;Jl)Jllitted. published by non-governmental sources, are 
selective in their editorial nature mld l~l;1 to provide objccri\\.~ (:vidcncc that the applicant's spouse 
would be the victim of crime based on l· er religion. Counsel h8S not demonstrated that Pakistan has 
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laws barring the practice of Christianity, or that it has any official restrictions on the practice of 
Christianity or teaching of Christianity '0 one's children. Nor has counsel provided evidence that 
Christians as a religious milnrity are s:i:,tematically targeted by the government of Pakistan. The 
evidence submitted is not sufficient to establish that the applicant's spouse would experience any 
hardship beyond that which is norma\)y experienced by the relatives of inadmissible aliens who 
relocate abroad. 

The record contains raw medical data sheets pertaining to the applicant's spouse's father. The AAO 
is not qualified to interpret raw medical data. and Gannot make conclusions relying on such data in 
order to corroborate assertions by an applicant. The record also contains a letter addressed to the 
applicant's spouse concerning the care he recemly received at a medical facility. The applicant's 
spouse has asserted that her rather ha:.; advanced heart disea~c and is reliant on her physically and 
financially for support. While [he eviderlce submitted to corroborate these assertions is not extensive, 
it is nonetheless sufficient to establisn that the applicant's ~)pouse's father has medical issues and 
requires a heightened standaro of medlcal care with doctors who are familiar with his condition and 
medical history. 

The record also contains the educational record~; pertaining to Jle applicant's step-son. There is no 
medical documentation which establishes the applicant's step-son has been diagnosed with Attention 
Deficit Disorder as asserted by counsel and lnc applicant's spOllse. Educational records indicate he 
that he has struggled in school and hm'. been provided ",ith special educational accommodations. 
Children are not qua1Lfying relatives in ~hese nroceedings. an,! in this case the AAO would note that 
the applicant's step-son. now tvventy-oll: ycms ()f age. is considered an adult for the purposes of 
immigration law.rhe record lacks any evidence Lhat the applicant's step-son would be incapable of 
supporting himself or would otherwise experience any uncommon impact rising to the level of 
creating an indirect hardship factor on the applicant if he were to relocate to Pakistan with the 
applicant's spouse. 

Although counsel has asserted the applicant would expericilce cxtreme hardship upon relocation to 
Pakistan, the AAU notes, as di~cllsse,j a\xwt: .. tl1<1t hardship tl) all applicant is not relevant in this 
proceeding. 

When the hardships asserted upon relocwion :!:'C considered in aggregate, including a lack of family 
ties in Pakistan. an elderly father with medical Is~ues, a son with educational issues and acculturation 
to a foreign environment, they are su11icicnt tu eswblish that the applicant's spouse would experience 
hardships rising to the level of extreme upon relocation. 

With regard to hardship upon separation. counsel has asserted that the applicant's spouse would 
experience emotional hardship upon rl'iocatioll. Forni }-29()B. received March 26, 2009. The 
applicant's spouse has submitted a stall:111cnt ;\(tcs~mg to tnc hUlld between the applicant and her son, 
as well as the emotional impact she \VOLIU L'xr,'ricnce if the applicant were removed. 
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The record contains a psychological evaluation of the applicant and her spouse by _ 
••• In the evaluation r~counts the emotional impacts on the applicant and 

his spouse as relayed to him by each of them. He concludes that the applicant and his spouse would 
experience emotional hardship if they were separated. While the input of any mental health 
professional is appreciatt:d, in this case _ has not established any uncommon emotional 
impact on the applicant's spouse. The AAO cannot determine, based on the evaluation, that the 
emotional impact on the applicant's spouse rises above that commonly experienced by the relatives 
of inadmissible aliens who remain in thc United States. 

The record does not contain any eviden.:e th;lt the applicant's spouse would be unable to meet her 
financial obligations. There is i.10 orcakdo"'n of income, monthly financial obligations or other 
documentation indicating thc jjnancial impact of'lile applicant's departurc vvould rise above the norm. 
In addition, therc is no evidence in the record tilal the apphcant would be unable to find employment 
and support his spouse from abroad. 

Even when the hardships upon separation arc examined in aggregate, the record fails to establish that 
they rise above the common impacts experienced by the relatives of inadmissible aliens who remain 
in the United States. U.S. court decisions have repeatedly held that the common results of removal or 
inadmissibility are insufficient to prove extreme hardship . .','ee / fassan v. INS, 927 F.2d 465, 468 (9th 
Cir. 1991). In addition. Pere::. 1'. lNS 9IJ F.~,l ~c)(J (9th (ir. 19(6), held that the common results of 
deportation are insufficient to prove extr(;me Ilarcbhip and dclilll:d extreme hardship as hardship that 
was unusual or beyond that v"nJcn would nunnally be expected upon deportation. I-laving found the 
applicant statutorily ineligible jt)r relieL no purpose would be :,erved in discussing whether he merits 
a waiver as a matter of discretion. 

Section 291 of the Act, 8 USC. ~ 1361, provides that the burden of proof is upon the applicant to 
establish that he is eligible for the hendit sought. ,')'ee section 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.c. § 1361. 
Here, the applicant has not mel that burden. j\':cl""'dingly, the appeal will be dismissed. 

ORDER: The appeal is di~;Pliss';?d. 


